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ABSTRACT

2.

An office document mashup called ‘Dual Forms’ is presented
to demonstrate the feasibility and advantages of imbuing an
office document with intelligent interaction capabilities, access to web services of a service-oriented architecture (SOA),
digital signatures for legally binding contractual agreements,
and a self-submission capability that allows the document to
flow through a collaborative network or business process.

At the document level, a Dual Form relies on three markup
languages. First, ODF [5] is used to present the core office
document, which may include free-flowing multipage text
and rich content items like pie charts and bar graphs to serve
as visual aids. The ODF presentation may also include form
controls that capture key pieces of fill-in-the-blank data,
which are consolidated in an XForms model [2]. XForms
dramatically increases the simplicity and maintainability of
interactive web applications for structured data collection
[4]. In [3], the first author posits that this is due to better alignment with the Web 2.0 application model and fully
explores the extension to semi-structured content collection
on the web based on ODF and XForms 1.1. As a first prototype to demonstrate the feasibility and advantages of this
approach, Dual Forms was created to fuse an XForms-based
ODF document with an XForms-based XFDL [1] document.
An XFDL document is a precision electronic form capable of wizard-like behavioral interfaces, digital signature security, and web mobility through full document submission.
It also has a document attachment capability, so the XFDL
document acts as a container for the ODF document. It
shares data from the XForms model with the ODF document. A digital signature on the XFDL document covers
the ODF document as well, and the pair of documents inherits the web mobility of the XFDL document. The Dual
Forms prototype enables the two rich document run-time
processors to operate together in one application.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Business contracts, progress reports, customer presentations, sales results, ... Office documents clearly play a pivotal role in businesses and enterprises. Yet there are many
obstacles to a seamless business process involving office documents. Documents can be complex to complete correctly,
and end-users may need to learn a new content management
or document management system in order to access the documents and collaborate on their completion. Then, there’s
the challenge of auditable regulatory compliance in heavily
regulated industries.
Imagine an office document with wizard-like interactivity
for stepwise error correction and overall completion. Imagine the office document could become an auditable transaction record for a legally binding agreement. Imagine it could
facilitate its own return to the server-side business process
server or enterprise content management system. An office
document mashup called ‘Dual Forms’ is presented in order
to convert these imaginings to a reality of intelligent mobile
office documents.

3.

A DUAL DOCUMENT FORMAT

A DUAL COMPOSITE APPLICATION

Figure 1 depicts the client-side usage pattern for a Dual
Form. First, the XFDL form containing the ODF attachment is obtained from a web resource, an email or the desktop. The end-user experiences the step-by-step wizard to
help guide them through providing the more structured data
required by the overall office document application.
Based on a condition built into the XFDL, the user can
transition to the ODF document to interact with form controls bound to the structured data as well as the free-flowing
text. This allows the user to add unstructured content, not
just data, such as specialized terms and conditions of a contract. When the end-user finishes with the ODF, a button
press returns the end-user to the XFDL form view, where
the wizard view advances to the digital signature step, if
applicable, or to the full document submission step.
Once the user submits the Dual Form document back to
the server-side, it could enter the next stage of a workflow,
such as an approval, or it could be saved to a repository and
its data could be used to initiates a business transaction.
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Figure 1: The client-side usage pattern for a Dual Form starts with the precision form experience. The user
transitions to the ODF attachment for the office document fill experience, then back to the XFDL form to
affix a digital signature and submit the document to the server.

5.

At the run-time level, the above pattern was supported
by using the Lotus Notes/Expeditor Composite Application
Framework to create an office document mashup with two
view components, one for the Lotus Forms XFDL viewer
and the other for the Lotus Symphony ODF editors.
Figure 1 also depicts the mashup wiring between the view
components. The XFDL to ODF transition request event
bubbles up from the XFDL form viewer to the view component, which contains an event handler that uses the forms
run-time API to obtain both the ODF attachment and the
XML data from the XForms model. The wiring setter methods are called using first the ODF then the XML data.
The ODF view component listener on the receiving side
of the mashup wiring first loads the ODF data, then it loads
the XML data into the ODF document, then it brings ODF
view to the front. Once the interaction with the ODF document is completed, the user presses a ‘Return to form’
button in the ODF view component toolbar, which causes
the reverse wiring to be activated. The updated XML data
and ODF content are obtained via the UNO API and fed
to the setter methods of the ODF-to-XFDL wiring. The
XFDL view component’s wiring handler receives the ODF
and XML data, and it uses the XFDL forms run-time API
to update the ODF attachment and the XML data in the
XForms model of the XFDL form. This allows any subsequent digital signature or server submission to operate on
the latest information from the dualized fill experience.
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CONCLUSION

An office document mashup called ‘Dual Forms’ was presented to illustrate the feasibility and advantages of imbuing
office documents with rich interactivity and web service access, digital signature security, and full document mobility
within business processes. These advantages not only enhance the user experience and simplify application design
and deployment, but they also mitigate vendor lock-in to
specific document or content management server software.
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